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Windows

Intro

TSC

Transmission Spheres

Reference Element Fused Silica
Surface Quality Reference Surface - 20-10

Prisms

Surface Figure Reference Surface - λ/10 at 633nm per MIL-PRF-13830B
Antireflection Coating Reference Surface uncoated;
other surfaces R ≤ 0.25% at 633nm per surface

Transmission spheres are used to measure

diameter bayonet fittings. Also offered are

convex or concave spherical surfaces.

50.8mm diameter transmission spheres

The reference surface is a fused silica

that permit a more economical means

element with a surface irregularity peak-

of testing spherical surfaces. They are

to-valley difference of λ/10 or smaller.

designed to fit most commercially available

These elements are housed and can be

interferometers, including the Zygo® 33mm,

mounted to industry standard 101.6mm

although at a different f/#.

Waveplates

Beamsplitters

Mirrors

Lenses

Housing Material Black anodized aluminum, bayonet mount

Polarizers
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Example setup using a CVI TSC transmission
sphere to measure concave reflective optics.

Example setup using a CVI TSC transmission
sphere and a CVI RF reference flat to measure
convex tranmission optics.

Transmission Spheres
Part Number

Description

TSC-50.8-0.74

Converging f/0.74 transmission sphere with 50.8mm aperture. Reference surface radius of curvature is 21.1mm.

TSC-50.8-1.5

Converging f/1.5 transmission sphere with 50.8mm aperture. Reference surface radius of curvature is 61.7mm.

Mechanical aperture at reference surface is 28.6mm. Mounted in bayonet housing.

Mounts

Interferometer
Accessories

Mechanical aperture at reference surface is 39.6mm. Mounted in bayonet housing.
TSC-50.8-3.4

Converging f/3.4 transmission sphere with 50.8mm aperture. Reference surface radius of curvature is 154.4mm.

TSC-50.8-7.6

Converging f/7.6 transmission sphere with 50.8mm aperture. Reference surface radius of curvature is 365.8mm.

Mechanical aperture at reference surface is 46.6mm. Mounted in bayonet housing.
Mechanical aperture at reference surface is 50.8mm. Mounted in bayonet housing.
TSC-101.6-0.75

Converging f/0.75 transmission sphere with 101.6mm aperture. Reference surface radius of curvature is 41.7mm.
Mechanical aperture at reference surface is 58.7mm. Mounted in bayonet housing. Compatible with Zygo® interferometers.

TSC-101.6-1.5

Converging f/1.5 transmission sphere with 101.6mm aperture. Reference surface radius of curvature is 121.9mm.

Appendix

Mechanical aperture at reference surface is 81.3mm. Mounted in bayonet housing. Compatible with Zygo® interferometers.
TSC-101.6-3.4

Converging f/3.4 transmission sphere with 101.6mm aperture. Reference surface radius of curvature is 322.2mm.
Mechanical aperture at reference surface is 98.0mm. Mounted in bayonet housing. Compatible with Zygo® interferometers.

TSC-101.6-7.6

Converging f/7.6 transmission sphere with 101.6mm aperture. Reference surface radius of curvature is 750.0mm.

Index

Mechanical aperture at reference surface is 102.5mm. Mounted in bayonet housing. Compatible with Zygo® interferometers.
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TSC-101.6-10.6

Converging f/10.6 transmission sphere with 101.6mm aperture. Reference surface radius of curvature is 1058.0mm.
Mechanical aperture at reference surface is 101.2mm. Mounted in bayonet housing. Compatible with Zygo® interferometers.

TSC Americas (505) 296 -9541

|

Europe +44 (0 ) 1624 647000

|

A sia +82 (0 ) 32 673- 6114

|

Order now at w w w.c vilaser.com

TF, RF

Intro

Transmission and Reference Flats

Windows

Material Fused silica - Transmission Flat
Zerodur glass - Reference Flat

Prisms

Surface Quality Both surfaces - 10-5
Surface Figure Reference Surface - λ/20 at 633nm per MIL-PRF-13830B
Antireflection Coating Tranmission Flat - Reference Surface uncoated;

Lenses

wedge surface R ≤ 0.25% at 633nm
Reference Flat - All surfaces uncoated
Housing Material Black anodized aluminum

Mirrors

interferometers to measure flat substrates.

flat elements are housed and can be

Transmission flats are fused silica elements

attached to industry standard 101.6mm

with surface irregularity peak-to-valley

diameter bayonet fittings. Also offered

difference of λ/20 or smaller.

are 50.8mm diameter transmission and

Waveplates

Both the transmission flat and reference
Beamsplitters

Transmission flats are mounted on

reference flats with bayonet style housings.

Reference flats are used as mirrors. CVI
reference flats are fabricated from Zerodur

Polarizers

and have a surface irregularity peak-tovalley difference of λ/20 or smaller.

Etalons
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Filters

Example setup using a CVI TF transmission
flat and a CVI RF reference flat to measure flat
optics, such as windows.

Interferometer
Accessories

Example setup using a CVI TSC transmission
sphere and a CVI RF reference flat to measure
convex tranmission optics.
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Mounts

Transmission and Reference Flats

TF-50.8

Fused silica

50.8mm

TF-101.6

Fused silica

RF-50.8

Zerodur

RF-101.6

Zerodur

Americas (505) 296 -9541

|

Aperture

S1

S2

uncoated

AR coated

101.6mm

uncoated

AR coated

50.8mm

uncoated

uncoated

101.6mm

uncoated

uncoated

Europe +44 (0 ) 1624 647000
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AR Coating
Part Number

TF
RF
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AC

Windows

Intro

Aperture Converters

Material SF11 glass
Surface Quality All Surfaces - 60-40

Prisms

Antireflection Coating R ≤ 0.25% at 633nm per surface

Lenses

Housing Material Black anodized aluminum, bayonet mount

CVI Aperture Converters are used to

bayonet easily to 101.6mm mounting

convert a 101.6mm beam from a Fizeau

apertures and have tip/tilt adjustment

style interferometer to either 33, 50.8, or

bayonet fittings at the output aperture.
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Interferometer
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Polarizers

Waveplates

Beamsplitters

Mirrors

152mm output aperture. These devices

Aperture Converters
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Part Number
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AC

Description

AR Coating

AC-101.6-33.0

Converts 101.6mm collimated beam to 33.0mm collimated beam

633nm

AC-101.6-50.8

Converts 101.6mm collimated beam to 50.8mm collimated beam

633nm

AC-101.6-152.4

Converts 101.6mm collimated beam to 152.4mm collimated beam

633nm
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